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What Districts Know—and Need to Know—About  
Their Principals 

INTRODUCTION 

Research on school leadership has highlighted the impact 
principals have on student achievement through their influence 
on classroom instruction, organizational conditions, community 
support, and setting the teaching and learning conditions in 
schools. 1  However, there is limited rigorous quantitative 
research2 on the best district policies and practices for principal 
preparation, the selection and recruitment of effective principal 
candidates, effective principal career development and 
management, and the retention of the most effective principals. 
Despite this gap in clear evidence on best practices, districts are 
responsible for finding, supporting, and keeping effective 
principals for their schools.  

State agencies play a key role in ensuring principals are adequately prepared through 
their regulation of preparation programs and licensure policies. Many states are 
undertaking efforts to improve data systems to capture more information about teachers 
and school leaders, which can help begin to answer outstanding questions about the 
effectiveness of different policies and practices. Districts should also take steps to ensure 
that they have the data necessary to answer important questions about how to identify, 
develop, and retain great principals. For example, to support any understanding of 
leader effectiveness, districts must be able to accurately link principals to the schools 
they lead. This requires consistent data about principal assignments to schools over 
time, including accurate tracking of principal mobility at the beginning, middle, or end 
of a given school year.  

Despite its potential to inform district decision making, high-quality data about 
principal preparation, experience, and assignment are rarely available within districts. 
This brief highlights limitations of district-level data on principals encountered during 
data collection for a study conducted by the George W. Bush Institute and American 
Institutes for Research on principal preparation programs serving five medium-to-large 
districts. The brief describes the importance of improving the accuracy and availability 
of these data to explore questions about how to find, support, and keep the best leaders. 
We include examples of ways in which districts have addressed data limitations (in the 
“Practices to Watch” box) and include a suggested data checklist for districts to consider 
how the data they collect can support policy and research on effective school leadership. 

1 See, for example, Clifford, Behrstock-Sherratt, & Fetters, 2012; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Leithwood, 
Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004; Marzano, Waters, & McNulty, 2005. 
2 By “rigorous research” we are referring to studies that produce direct evidence that a certain policy, 
practice, or intervention causes or does not cause a direct or an indirect outcome. 

We define an effective 
principal as one who 
positively affects student 
achievement, retains 
and develops effective 
teachers, and maintains 
a positive school culture 
and climate.  
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KEY LIMITATIONS OF DISTRICT-LEVEL DATA  

Data on principal preparation, certification, education, and training are often incomplete 
or inaccurate at the district level. 

In our work, we have found one or more of the following limitations in the data 
available on principals in each school district: 

• Information on preparation is being collected for new principals but often is 
unavailable for more experienced principals. 

• Data describe a principal’s education level (e.g., that the principal had a 
bachelor’s or master’s degree) but do not always indicate the university or 
certification program within the institution. In cases where the data do include 
the education level and university, many times there is no information on the 
subject studied, grades received, or content of the degree (e.g., if the degree was 
in a field that led to certification or if a graduate degree was obtained in another 
area unrelated to principal training and certification). Data related to doctoral 
programs also do not necessarily specify whether a principal is or was enrolled 
in the program or has completed the degree program. 

• Even when data are available on certifications and training, the information is 
not thorough and rarely captures all certifications or training programs in which 
a principal may have participated. For example, principals may have completed 
more than one type of principal preparation and training (e.g., a formal 
certification from a university, and an in-district training program or alternative 
pathway program), and district data capture only one of these programs. Data 
may be collected for about a small number of regional principal preparation 
partners and not for all entities where principals working in the district may 
have completed training.  

• Data that describe principals’ participation in district professional learning, 
support, or other leadership initiatives (e.g., grant programs targeting leadership 
support, mentoring programs, and coaching) are available but must be manually 
collected from several departments or external entities, and these findings may 
be incomplete for individuals or available for some but not all programs. 

• Data provided by the district do not always match the data provided by the 
preparation or training program. For example, a preparation program may 
report a principal as a graduate, but in some cases, the district does not have a 
similar record, or vice versa.  
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Career pathway or principal mobility data are not consistently collected at the district level. 

In our experience, information about other roles that principals served within the district 
and in other districts prior to becoming principals is rarely available, or if available, it is 
incomplete. For example:  

• Limited or no data exist describing a principal’s path to school leadership, such 
as years as a teacher (in or outside of the current district) or time spent in other 
leadership positions (such as assistant principal, as a coach or district central 
office position, or as a principal or other role in other districts or states). 

• Sometimes data are available about principals’ experiences within the district but 
not outside. 

• Data tracking principals through their careers in the district (i.e., start and end of 
assignment dates at each school a principal has led) are not always complete. 
While districts generally track which principals lead which schools during each 
year, interim principals and midyear transitions were not always documented, 
which can complicate the attribution of a principal to a given school in a given year 
and can hinder a general understanding about the patterns of leadership stability. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Without consistent, timely, and comparable data, neither district staff nor researchers 
can track how much training principals have received; whether graduates of different 
programs show differences in retention, performance, or other outcomes; or how 
district-provided programs to help principals develop may be functioning. Accurate and 
comprehensive data collection and analysis has implications for improving district talent 
management systems.  

Better Prepared Principals. When school districts know where their most and least 
effective principals come from, they can work to improve their supply of great principals. 
Districts who wish to consider partnerships with the institutions that train their principals 
cannot do so without systematic data on where principals were prepared. Key statistics 
like effectiveness ratings, student growth scores, or retention of principals that graduated 
from a given institution could offer insight into the strengths and challenges of a 
preparation program. Other indicators could be useful as well, such as changes in school 
climate and culture, teacher effectiveness and growth, retention of staff under specific 
principals, or parent engagement and satisfaction survey results. Districts could use this 
information to support program partnership and development decisions. 
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Improved Recruitment. More detailed data on principal education and training could 
prove even more powerful when combined with additional information on principal 
background characteristics, such as the level of selectivity of a principal’s undergraduate 
and graduate institution, grade point average, or certification exam scores. Districts 
could then explore the extent to which these qualifications are associated with principal 
effectiveness or other outcomes within their systems. Armed with a better 
understanding of what types of principal experiences and qualifications are associated 
with principal effectiveness or other outcomes, districts might require principals to have 
certain leadership experience as a teacher, teacher leader, or assistant principal before 
transitioning into the principal role. Districts might also purposefully recruit teachers 
and other educators with specific experience profiles into leadership development 
tracks. 

More Strategic Placement. Better research on the extent to which specific types of 
experience or qualifications improve outcomes in particular settings may lead districts 
to discover that some characteristics or qualifications are more or less important in the 
placement process for different schools. In addition, school districts can work to place a 
candidate with certain leadership experiences in a school that has a matching need. For 
example, if a district has an opening at a school in a turnaround situation, then it would 
be helpful to know if any of the principal candidates for that school had teacher 
leadership or other experiences in a turnaround situation.  

Well-Developed School Leaders. The absence of complete or accurate data on 
principals’ in-service learning and development may make it difficult to assess the 
success of initiatives to strengthen leadership. Districts invest thousands and sometimes 
millions of dollars in professional development or leadership training programs, often 
with little evidence of whether these efforts yield the intended results. With better data 
on which principals participate in which programs or initiatives, districts can track 
whether participants yield better outcomes such as improved evaluation effectiveness 
scores or improved student learning gains. 

Enhanced Retention and Succession Planning. When districts know how many 
principals leave each year—and why—they can improve their retention policies and 
practices, and they can better plan for future vacancies by ensuring they have a pool of 
well-prepared candidates ready to take on the principal role. In addition, it is critical 
that districts know which principals are most effective so that they can create targeted 
retention plans to keep those principals in their schools for as long as possible.  

CONCLUSION 

We know principals are an important lever to improving student achievement and 
schools overall. If districts want to increase the number of great principals in their 
schools, then they must collect and analyze data to help them understand where the best 
leaders are trained, when a leader may need additional support and resources, and how 
to keep the best leaders in the district.  
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Districts may need to allocate greater resources toward data-collection efforts, provide 
more specific data-collection protocols, and collect more information from principals 
upon hiring. They may also wish to collect this information from current principals to 
complete data sets for both new and experienced principals. States might support the 
development of improved data infrastructures and help districts collect data in ways 
that are consistent and comparable.  

In the sections that follow, we highlight three examples of districts that have developed 
comprehensive leader tracking systems, and we provide guiding questions and a 
checklist of data elements for districts to consider in addressing key questions to support 
finding, supporting, and keeping the best leaders. 
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PRACTICES TO WATCH 

Leadership Tracking Systems in Hillsborough County Public Schools, 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, and Prince George’s County Public Schools 

Some districts have begun to develop data-collection systems that allow for the type of data 
analysis that we have discussed in this brief. Hillsborough County Public Schools (HCPS) 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (CMS), and Prince George’s County Public Schools (PGCPS) are 
three examples.  

HCPS is a large school district in Tampa, Florida, serving more than 200,000 students, and CMS is 
located in Charlotte, North Carolina, serving 146,100 students. 3, 4 PGCPS is the second-largest 
school system in Maryland, serving 128,937 students.5 Although all three districts began rethinking 
their principal leadership data systems as part of a grant from the Wallace Foundation, they have 
designed systems that can be sustained without additional grant money in the long term. Several 
years ago, district leadership found that they were making uninformed decisions about who was 
put in the principal role. Even though they had some processes in place to improve decisions about 
leadership—such as creating a pool of candidates for the role, improving partnerships with 
principal preparation programs, and implementing more lengthy preparation and induction 
processes—they still felt that they were not always getting the strongest person for each particular 
principal position.  

As a result, each district developed its own “leader tracking system.” PGCPS is still in the process 
of building their system, and they advise other districts to allow up to five years to plan, develop, 
and implement a system like this. These leader-tracking systems allow districts to collect 
longitudinal data on aspiring leaders, such as previous experience (both type of role and length), 
certification, detailed preparation information, performance evaluation data, and data about 
participation in professional development.  

Although the specifics of the systems are different in each district, all three districts ensure that 
data are collected regularly and maintained in a way that makes it easily available and usable to 
district staff. Also, both districts use the data frequently to inform important practice and policy 
decisions about leadership initiatives. These systems have allowed the districts to: 

• Strengthen partnerships with principal preparation programs. Partner programs use 
leader-tracking system data to better align their programs with district needs.6 

• Improve the principal candidate pool. The district can systematically review candidate 
credentials, experiences, and training. The district can also target professional 
development to meet the needs of aspiring leaders. 

• Better match candidates to schools. When principal positions open up, the district can 
make improved matching decisions on which qualified aspiring leader should be placed in 

3 Student data for Hillsborough County Public Schools are accurate as of February 2016 
(http://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/students/). 
4 Data for Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools are provided for the 2016–16 school year 
(http://www.cms.k12.nc.us/mediaroom/aboutus/Documents/CMS%20Fast%20Facts%20Sheet%202015-
2016.pdf). 
5 Data for Prince George’s County Public Schools is accurate as of January 2016 
(http://www1.pgcps.org/factsandfigures/). 
6 Data released to outside partners follow each district’s data policies, which protect its employees and 
students.  
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which school based on that candidate’s experiences and training. 

RECOMMENDED DISTRICT DATA ELEMENTS CHECKLIST 

Districts or researchers will need different information to effectively manage and 
support their school leaders and answer different research or policy questions about 
them. Districts may want to answer key questions to make hiring and training/support 
decisions related to school leaders. The checklist that follows indicates the types of data 
districts or researchers would need to answer some or all of these questions, and it 
provides some additional research questions that might be explored through the 
availability of certain data variables. 

• Which principal preparation programs produce more or less effective principals 
in our district? Which programs produce principals with other desirable 
characteristics or outcomes (e.g., principals with particular backgrounds or 
principals that are retained longer or have strong impact on school climate)? 
To explore which preparation programs that prepare principals in a given district are 
doing the most effective job, districts or researchers need data that specifically identify 
where principals were prepared (principal preparation data), data on which principals led 
which schools during which school years (principal assignment data), data on student or 
school achievement or climate or principal evaluation data (effectiveness data), and/or 
data on principal characteristics (principal background data). 

• What types of experience or qualifications do the most effective principals in 
the district have? 
To determine what types of experience or qualifications the most effective 
principals in a given district have (e.g., teaching experience, experience as an 
assistant principal, and selectivity of undergraduate or graduate institution), 
districts or researchers need data that specifically identify principals career 
pathways (experience in other school or district roles), data on their graduate 
and undergraduate preparation, data on which principals led which schools 
during which school years (principal assignment data), and data on student or 
school achievement or principal evaluation data (effectiveness data). 

• What types of professional development and other support have the most 
effective principals received? 
To determine what types of training or other district supports may contribute to 
developing effective principals (e.g., in-service learning opportunities), districts 
or researchers need data that specifically identify principal participation in all 
professional learning opportunities, programs, or initiatives (experience in other 
school or district roles); data on which principals led which schools during which 
school years (principal assignment data); and data on student or school 
achievement or principal evaluation data (effectiveness data).  
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PRINCIPAL DATA REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVE TALENT MANAGEMENT7 

Principal Background Data 
Unique principal identification number (constant across years) 
Principal first name 
Principal last name 
Principal middle initial 
Date of birth 
Gender 
Race/ethnicity 
Experience in District 
Role or job code (including teaching, administrative, and other assignments) 
Start date of assignment to role or job code 
End date of assignment to role or job code 
Grade level(s) of assignment 
School or institution ID 
School or institution name 
Reason employment ended 
Principal evaluation rating 
Principal evaluation rating year or period 
Years of experience as principal 
Years of experience as assistant principal or vice principal 
Years of experience as teacher 
Teacher evaluation rating 
Teacher evaluation year or period 
Years of experience in other role (specify) 
Total years of experience in education 
Experience Outside District 
Years of experience as principal 
Years of experience as assistant principal or vice principal 
Years of experience as teacher 
Years of experience in other role (specify) 
Total years of experience in education 
Preparation and Certification Information 
Institution 
Specific program name 
Degree type (bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, etc.) 
Grade point average 
Program completion date 
Certification or license type 
Certification or license grade level(s) 
Certification or license subject area 
Certification or license endorsement or specialization 
Date certificate or license issued 
Date of certificate or license expiration 
Proficiency or certification test score 
Proficiency or certification test date 
Proficiency or certification test name 
Highest degree earned 
In-Service Professional Learning 
Program code (e.g., districtwide mentoring program) 
Program enrollment start date 
Program enrollment end date 

7 Note that the exact data elements for districts may vary based on state licensure requirements and on internal data 
systems or structures. In addition, some data may need to be updated yearly and some may be permanent. Finally, 
files may require multiple records per principal (e.g., to include information about teacher and administrator 
certification, multiple preparation and assignments, etc.). 

Are principals 
with specific 
demographic 
characteristics 

more effective at 
leading schools 

with certain 
demographic 

characteristics? 

Do principals 
become more 

effective as they 
gain experience? 

Does having more 
years of experience 

as a teacher or 
other leader make 

principals more 
effective? 

Do more effective 
teachers become 
more effective 

leaders? 

Are principals 
recruited from 
outside of the 
district more 

effective or do they 
stay longer than 

principals 
recruited from 

within the district? 

Is there a 
relationship 
between the 

selectivity of a 
principal’s 

undergraduate or 
graduate 

institution and 
their effectiveness? 

Are particular 
license types or 
specializations 
associated with 
more effective 

principals? 

Is there a 
relationship 

between 
certification test 

scores and 
principal 

effectiveness? 

Are certain  
in-service 

professional 
learning supports 

or programs 
associated with 

increased 
principal 

effectiveness or 
retention? 
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ABOUT THE GEORGE W. BUSH INSTITUTE AND THE ALLIANCE TO REFORM 

EDUCATION LEADERSHIP 

Housed within the George W. Bush Presidential Center, the George W. Bush Institute is 
an action-oriented, nonpartisan policy organization with the mission of cultivating 
leaders, fostering policies to solve today’s most pressing challenges and taking action to 
save and change lives. The work of the Bush Institute is inspired by the principles that 
guided the Bushes in public life: education is the foundation of a successful life; freedom 
is a universal human desire; free enterprise is the engine of economic prosperity; and 
every human life is precious. 

Rooted in President and Mrs. Bush’s belief that “excellent schools must first have 
excellent leaders,” the George W. Bush Institute developed the Alliance to Reform 
Education Leadership (AREL) to transform districts’ talent management of school 
principals and to provide school districts with knowledge and tools to attract and retain 
effective principals. AREL’s mission is to help ensure there is an effective principal – able 
to significantly advance student achievement – at the helm of every school.  

To learn more about our work, visit www.bushcenter.org. 

ABOUT AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH 

American Institutes for Research (AIR) is a non-profit, non-partisan organization that is 
dedicated to applying the most rigorous behavioral and social sciences research to 
improve people’s lives. For over 50 years, AIR has maintained an abiding interest in 
improving access to excellent educational opportunities in safe learning environments to 
improve health, well-being and economic opportunities for all. AIR views school 
leadership as critical to improving school performance, increasing student learning 
opportunities and retaining teacher talent. Our staff of 1,600 researchers and technical 
staff conduct school leadership research, consult on policy, and design tools and 
programs in partnership with school districts, states, and non-profit organization to 
enhance leadership talent management systems and the capacity of schools to change.  

To learn more about our work, visit http://www.air.org/.  
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